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Today we will…

 Learn how to communicate using Twitter

 Identify different ways to use Twitter for alternative professional 
development

 Learn best practices for creating a Twitter account 



What is Twitter, anyway?

 Twitter is an information network that enables users to send and 
read 140-character messages called “tweets”. 

 Twitter is about giving and receiving information. 

 To use Twitter you need an internet connection or a mobile phone. 



Twitter is like..



Who do I talk to?

 Follow/Following
 Following someone means that you choose to listen to what they have to say. You will 

receive all of their updates on your timeline. 

 Find people by importing contacts, searching other twitter users’ following/followers 
list, search hashtags to see who’s talking about something you’re interested in, or use 
Twitter’s suggestions! 

 The follow is NOT mutual, unless the person you’re following wants it to be!



Symbol on Twitter Meaning

@ or
Reply or mention; To reply to someone’s tweet or 

speak to someone directly (publicly).

RT or

Retweet; to forward someone else’s tweet on 
your timeline. You can add additional text to 

explain why you RT’ed.

DM or
Direct Message; to speak to someone directly 

but privately. This does not appear on your 
public timeline.

Like; to show appreciation for someone’s tweet

The conversation on Twitter



#Hashtags

 Any word or phrase preceded by the # symbol. 

 Hashtagging a word or phrase allows it to be searched by other twitter users. Your 
hashtagged tweet will be seen by anyone who is following a specific hashtag.  

 When you click on the hashtag, you can find other tweets containing the same word 
or phrase. 



Common #hashtags in #HigherEd

Hashtag Meaning
#AcAdv Academic Advisor or related to Academic Advising
#comm_college Community College 
#FAChat Financial Aid Chat, for discussion around Financial Aid
#gradchat General chat about Graduate Students
#HigherEd Higher Education
#Prodev Professional Development
#SAChat Student Affairs Chat, for discussion around Student Affairs
#SAPro Student Affairs Professional
#SoMe Social Media
#WNYAdvising Western New York Advising



Breakdown of a Tweet

Displayed Name Username Date of TweetAvatar

Attributing the quote to another 
Twitter user

Relevant hashtag



Reply/Mention Examples

Number of Retweets
Number of Likes

Reply back to me

I liked the post 



Retweet Examples

I retweeted this

How this appears on my timeline

A retweet of others’ content 
with my commentary



But, how is THIS professional development?



Twitter Chats - #AcAdv Chat

 Happens most Tuesdays, 1p-2pm EST during the fall/spring
 Anyone can participate! Professionals, graduate students, etc
 Past chats have included: 

 11/22/16 Advisors in the Classroom
 11/8/16 Advisor Multicultural Training 
 10/23/16 Career Ladders in Academic Advising 
 9/27/16 Other Duties as Assigned in Academic Advising 
 9/13/16 Electronic Communication with Students
 5/17/16 Swirling and Reverse Transfer Students
 5/13/16 Discussion around NACADA Article: Strengthen the Bond: 

Relationships Between Academic Advising Quality and 
Undergraduate Student Loyalty

 4/19/16 NACADA Core Values Discussion
 3/22/16 Advising for STEM Majors 
 2/22/16 Transitional Advising



Twitter Chats - #SAChat

 Happens every Thursday, 1pm – 2pm (also in the evening!)
 Anyone can participate! Professionals, graduate students, etc
 Past chats have included: 

 11/17/16 Global Citizenship
 11/10/16 The Election and Implications on Higher Education
 10/27/16 The Activist #SApro – Understanding the Intersection of Activism and your 

Professional Role 
 10/13/16 Mentorship in Student Affairs
 9/8/16 Supporting Transfer Students 
 9/29/16 Engaging Students on Social Media
 7/28/16 The Changing Face of the “Traditional Student”
 6/16/16 Having the Tough Conversations; talking about acts of violence with students
 4/28/16 The Unwritten Rules of Higher Ed 
 3/24/16 Using assessment data to spark candid conversation or change at our institutions 

 Archives of all chats are on the Student Affairs Collective site, 
www.studentaffairscollective.org



How do chats work? 

 Followers can vote on a topic a week before the chat begins 

 Moderators begin the chat – welcome, introductions

 Mods will ask 5-6 questions about the topic

 Mods and participants use Q1, Q2, etc to differentiate questions/answers

 ALWAYS use the hashtag! (#acadv, #sachat) so everyone can see your tweets

 “Final Thought” - FT



How do chats work?

 How to manage the chat: 
 http://tweetchat.com/room/SAChat

 https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/

 Your tweets should be public so all people following the hashtag can see them!

http://tweetchat.com/room/SAChat
https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/


Backchannels

 Don’t have the time or money to attend conferences? Search the conference hashtag!

 Examples: 
 #NACADA17 

 #WNYAdvising

 #RACAdvising

 #ACPA17 (March 26-29)

 #NASPA17 (March 11-15)



Additional Opportunities at Conferences

 Tweetups

 Create a backchannel for those who can’t be there!

 Additional opportunities to get other advisors involved 

 Helps to “break the ice” 



Connecting with Advisors 1:1 

 Remember, this is about the conversation!

 Follow people you find interesting and engage with them! 

 Use your voice to spread information!



Learning about other industries 

 For your students: 
 #GameDev -> leading to other prominent people who are involved in the industry 

 For you:
 #AcAdv and #SAChat are used frequently, not just for chats!

 #SATech is used for technology related chats 

 #SASearch – a hashtag where Student Affairs Professionals post jobs

 Utilize lists!



Who will you be on Twitter? 

 What makes a good profile
 Try and use your real name, or at least some part of it 

 Bio (only 160 characters)  

 Don’t be an egg! 

 Make it public!



Who will you be on Twitter?

X
X



Questions? 

Find me on Twitter: @AmandaThau

Email me: absrla@rit.edu

mailto:absrla@rit.edu
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